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Plasmas containing positive ions and electrons together with an additional negative
component (e.g. negative ions or particulates) are of interest in subfields of plasma physics
ranging from basic plasma physics (solitons and shocks, dusty plasmas) to ionospheric and
space plasmas to plasma processing (electronegative discharges and particulate contamination).
Such plasmas support two modes of the ion acoustic wave [1], a "slow" mode where positive
ions, negative ions and electrons oscillate in phase, and a "fast" mode where negative ions
oscillate out of phase with the other two components. When nonlinear steepening is
considered, the fast wave may form a negative-potential solitary wave (NPSW) [2,3], which,
with the addition of dissipation (e.g. ion reflection, collisions, turbulence, electron Landau
damping), will either disperse, or, more interestingly, form a shock [4].

Recently, two experiments [5,6] on the formation of shocks in a Q-machine plasma
with negative ions have'been reported. A low-temperature, negative-ion component was
created when electrons attached to added SF6 molecules. In such a plasma, the electron and
positive ion temperatures are comparable (~ 0.2 eV), so that when the negative ion
concentration is small (< 50%), ion waves are strongly Landau damped since their phase
velocity is comparable to the positive ion thermal velocity. However, a large negative ion
concentration increases the phase velocity to a point where damping is weak. Conditions are
then right for the formation of a shock. We have simulated shock formation in such a plasma.

We consider a one-dimensional, planar, electrostatic model with collisionless, kinetic
(i.e. Vlasov) ions and Boltzmann electrons. The positive ions have mass M+, density n+ and
temperature T+, negative ions have mass M_, density n_ and temperature 71, and electrons
have a density ne and temperature Te. Initially, the plasma potential <}) = 0, and the plasma is
uniform, so that charge neutrality requires n+o = «_o + "e0- The plasma is source free and
abuts an absorbing electrode at x = 0, while the boundary at x = L is a symmetry plane
(d$/dx = 0, ions are reflected). At t = 0, the potential on the electrode is ramped from zero to
a negative bias §max with a rise time tr,

<K* = 0) = W l - e x p ( - f / f r ) ] . (1)
The plasma responds self-consistently to this excitation, and a shock may form.

The model is nondimensionalized in the following way: potential is scaled by the
electron temperature kTe/e, distance by the electron Debye length XeQ, velocity by the ion
acoustic speed cs and time by the the inverse ion plasma frequency co~.. That is,

(2)

where -•l(kTe/M+) is the ion acoustic speed in the absence of negative ions and v{h is the
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Figure 1. Potential vs time for five distances from the electrode for (a) e = 1/3 and (b) e = 2/3.

positive ion thermal speed. (The expression for cs is only approximate when T+, 71 > 0.)
The plasma is parameterized by the negative ion concentration s and mass ratio |i,

8 = n_0/n+0, \i = MJM+, (3)

for 0 < e < 1. When Te ~ T+ and 8 is small, the ion wave Landau damps on the positive ions
since cs ~ v'+h. However, cs grows as e is increased, so that at some point cs » vih,
allowing weakly-damped acoustic waves to propagate.

For our simulations we use the following physical parameters. The mass ratio ]1 =
3.74, as appropriate for SF6~ and K+. Initially, the positive ion temperature equals the electron
temperature, T+ = Te, while 71 = 1/8 T+ (assuming T+ = 0.2 eV and T_ = 0.025 eV {i.e.
room temperature)). The electrode bias is §mcx - ~2 kTJe, and the rise time is tr(S3pi = 20.
Simulation parameters are: time step At co ,̂ = 1/32 and grid spacing Ax/XeQ = 1/4. We
solve the ion Vlasov equations using the particle-in-cell (PIC) method with 256 particles for
each species initially placed in each simulation cell with random Maxwellian velocities.

The effect of negative ion concentration on shock formation is shown in Fig. 1. Here
the dimensionless potential e§/kTe is plotted as a function of time at a number of distances
from the exciting electrode. When 8 = 1/3 [Fig. l(a)], the initial shock-like structure broadens
with increasing distance from the electrode, and no ion waves are seen. For this case, the
acoustic speed predicted by Eq. (2) is 1.28 vj/1 so that ion waves are strongly Landau damped.
(The dip in Fig. l(a) is traveling at 1.2 vjA) When the negative ion concentration is increased
to 8 = 2/3, [Fig. l(b)] a laminar, oscillatory shock forms. Here cs is predicted to be 1.88 v|/l,
and under-damped waves are seen on the downstream {i.e. low-potential) side of the shock, as
expected [4] when the phase velocity decreases with increasing k. The potential drop across
the shock is comparable to the positive ion temperature. (The structure seen in Fig. l(b) bears
a striking resemblance to the experimentally measured positive-potential shocks in Ref. 7.)
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Figure 2. Effect of negative ion concentration on shock formation. The time history of the
dimensionless potential is shown at x/XeQ = 250.

In Fig. 2 we plot the time history of the potential at xfk^ = 250 for eight values of the
negative ion concentration. For £ = 0, we recover expanding presheath solutions [8]—when
the speed of the sheath edge falls below the ion acoustic speed an expanding presheath is
formed that travels into the ambient plasma at the acoustic speed feeding ions to the stationary
sheath. If the negative ion concentration is increased slightly to e = 1/5, a transition layer is
formed that broadens as it travels into the plasma. The plasma parameters are approximately
constant on the downstream side of the layer. Further increasing 8 (e = 1/3 and 1/2) leads to
the formation of a prominent negative dip on the downstream side of the transition region.
However, ion waves are strongly damped, while the speed of the dip is apparently subsonic.
Finally, for e = 3/5, we see small-amplitude waves behind the shock:, together with the growth
of a narrow, negative-potential pulse, the front half of which resembles a soliton. For s = 2/3
and 3/4, we observe an oscillatory shock, with damped waves on the downstream side. From
this data, we conclude that shocks definitely do not form for e < 1/2, while they definitely do
form for £ > 2/3. The case £ = 3/5 is more difficult to decide. We observe the growth of a
solitonic pulse, but spreading at its foot. This appears to be a case where nonlinearity for large
amplitudes causes steepening, but dispersion or dissipation for small amplitudes leads to
broadening. Consequently, we conclude that the threshold for shock formation lies in the
range 0.60 < £ < 0.67, which is in good agreement with the experimental value of £ = 0.65
reporting in Ref. 6.
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Figure 3. Effect of negative ion concentration on shock formation for a positive ion thermal
velocity half that of Fig. 2. The dashed lines show results from Fig. 2 for comparison.

It was suggested in Ref. 6 that the threshold negative ion concentration for shock
formation is that for the formation of Korteweg-deVries (KdV) solitons. In particular, £ = 2/3
for |J. -» °o, which agrees well with the reported value £ = 0.65. (Unfortunately, for ji. = 3.74
the correct value of £ is 0.55.) To test this proposal, we reduced the positive ion thermal
velocity by half, as shown in Fig. 3. Reducing the positive ion temperature is seen to reduce
the speed of the shock, as well as decreasing the potential drop across it. Importantly, ion
waves are more weakly damped, and a shock now clearly forms for £ < 0.6. Of course,
negative-potential solitary waves exist for values of £ well below that required for KdV solitons
[2]. (For |i = 3.74, large-amplitude NPSW's exist for £ > 0.15.) Note that our model does
not include particle-particle collisions or electron Landau damping and that turbulent
fluctuations are minimal. Further, the amplitude of the leading peak is much too low to reflect
negative ions [3]. From these considerations, we conclude that Landau damping on the
positive ions is responsible for breaking the symmetry of the negative-potential solitary wave to
produce an oscillatory shock (or, if you prefer, a travelling, collisionless double layer).
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